
IN BETWEEN 
Congregation of the Passion, Holy Cross Province 
September 10, 2013 
 

 
May the Passion of Jesus Christ be always in our hearts. 

 

 

New Evangelization – CMSM Assembly 

The recent Conference of Major Superiors of Men Assembly in Nashville highlighted the theme 

of “The New Evangelization—Multicultural and Incultured.” In a press release CMSM quoted 

Pope Francis to highlight the theme: “We are called to follow in His footsteps … to step outside 

ourselves so as to attend to the needs of others. We should not simply remain in our own secure 

world … but we should go out in search of others so as to bring them the light and the joy of our 

faith in Christ.”  

 

As Passionists, our mission is to bring hope and healing by announcing the great act of God’s 

love as expressed in the Passion and Death of Jesus Christ. We have been evangelizing with this 

message for three centuries. Today, the Church is asking us to “renew” our message to address 

the effects of globalization, the rapid growth of multicultural societies and those on the edge of 

Church life or those who have withdrawn from the Church. 

 

The direction of New Evangelization requires us to listen and to integrate it into our preaching 

ministry. To help in our personal reflection on this important theme, I am attaching one of the 

CMSM Assembly’s presentations. Robert Schrieter, CPPS, whom many of us know from 

Catholic Theological Union, gave an inspiring talk, from which, I believe, you will benefit. 

 

Professions at Christ the King 

The Profession ceremony at Christ the King went very well and was inspirational for all the 

participants. A large crowd gathered, some standing in the lobby in front of the chapel. The 

community did a great job in organizing the many details and hosting visitors. Chris Gibson, 

Alfredo Ocampo and Peter Berendt attended. John Rockenbach, Bruno D’Souza, Manuel and 

Chela Valencia drove up from Sierra Madre. There were enough Passionists for a pinochle game 

Sunday evening! Juan, Glenn and Antonio are now at Vincent Strambi returning to academic life 

after a very brief vacation in Houston. We wish them well in their studies. 

 

Immigration Reform 

The Interfaith Immigration Coalition invites you to join in prayer, fasting and advocacy for 

comprehensive and compassionate immigration reform when Congress reconvenes, September 9, 

and ends on October 18. CMSM is endorsing this invitation of the Coalition. Pope Francis has 

stated that we are to be a Church of the poor and for the poor. Jesus calls us to the “street” to be 

servants of the marginalized and those in need. These 40 days can be a way to follow the 

example of Jesus and the call of Pope Francis. You can check this out at www.fastaction.us or 

the CMSM web site under the media section. 

 

Vice Province Congress, San Juan, Puerto Rico 

Attending the first Congress of the Vice Province of Our Lady of Peace (Puerto Rico/Dominican 

Republic) was an inspirational experience as I listened to our brother Passionists in making 

decisions for their future in solidarity with the Congregation. The Congress was held at the La 

http://www.fastaction.us/


Piedad residence in the northeast area of San Juan, just a block from the ocean. Richard Burke 

represented St. Paul of the Cross Province and Rafael Vivanco Pérez, Provincial from Mexico, 

represented the Cristo Rey Province. It was a five-day meeting moderated by Francisco Murray, 

an Argentine Passionist who represents the Congregation at the United Nations. Francisco’s 

leadership moved the agenda along steadily and smoothly. There were sixteen voting members, 

counting the General Superior and General Consultor, August Canali. One Passionist was absent 

since he is completing his studies in Rome. José Ramon Montañez was elected vice provincial; 

Ángel Péres and Geulio Garzia were elected consultors. There were only two ballots necessary 

on each election. The Passionists here have several parishes, three formation houses and very 

successful colegios (pre-k through high school). The Congress gave me an opportunity to talk 

personally with Joachim Rego and Rafael Vivanco Pérez about common issues. Rafael 

mentioned that Hugo is doing a great ministry in Chiapas and sends his greetings to all in Holy 

Cross Province. The Congress decided their titular feast day would be October 4, the day the 

General Chapter declared Our Lady of Peace to be a vice province.   

 

St. Thomas the Apostle Vice Province 

A recent copy of the Piano newsletter has been forwarded to the Province. We hope to welcome 

Saji Thengumkudiyil to the States for hospital ministry. He will take a Clinical Pastoral 

Education (CPE) program before applying for a position at a hospital. 

 

Holy Cross Province Campaign 

Our total is $3,803,106 as of July 31, 2013. We are making good progress but obviously have 

further to go to meet our goals. I encourage you to work with Angie at the Development Office 

for any family or friends you want to recommend. It’s a good way to keep them mindful of our 

needs and invite their help. Don’t be bashful. Even my sister, after being laid off work three 

years ago, made a pledge. People can always say ‘no’. 

 

St. Paul of the Cross Province 

Mr. Daniel S. Flynn has been employed by St. Paul of the Cross Province as their Director for 

the Office of Healing and also as their Administrator of Assisted Living. Dan has a strong 

educational background (psychology, theology, social work) and has served on the Review 

Board for the Protection of Children for St. Paul of the Cross. When he gets settled into his roles, 

he might be a great resource person for us in the two areas of his employment. 

 

On October 20, 2013, St. Paul of the Cross Province has planned a celebration to honor 160 

years of Passionist ministry in the United States. Can you believe that it was ten years ago we 

had the very successful 150th celebration in Philadelphia? That was a grand success with over 

800 people attending for the weekend activities. I have marked my calendar and will represent 

Holy Cross Province at the event. The General Superior, Joachim, will also attend. 

 

Visitations 

Jack Conley and I conducted the visitation at Sacred Heart Community, the last visitation for 

2013. It went very well. Thank God, Jack was with me as there were many meetings: community 

members, parish council president, Passionist Earth and Spirit Center, Nazareth Home, 

employees and lunch with Peter Fitzpatrick. Jack and I also had a delightful meal one evening at 

Dr. Capper Rademaker’s home as we met with the Province’s Health Care Board. I did manage 

another evening to invite John Schork and John Monzyk out to the local Dairy Queen. That has 

become our ‘tradition’ during visitation in Louisville. 



 

San Antonio 

On September 14, Clemente Barron will have a farewell celebration at the Oblate Center. The 

celebration will be a Mass and festive meal afterwards. Ken O’Malley and I will drive over from 

Houston for the event. 

   

Leadership Meeting/ALS/PRCB 

This is a reminder that these meetings will take place the week of October 14 at Mater Dolorosa 

Retreat Center. The Leadership Meeting will begin on Monday, October 14, at 9:00 am. At the 

ALS meeting there will be election of new officers. All are invited to stay for the 90th 

anniversary of Passionists at Mater Dolorosa and the Harvest on the Hill auction and dinner on 

October 19. 

 

Policies 

The council has approved policies regarding Visiting Priests and Senior Religious. The policy on 

Financial Assistance to Laity will be presented at the Leadership Meeting for feedback. We are 

still working on a Social Media Policy and polishing up the Health Care Policy. 

 

Provincial Chapter 2015 

This seems rather far into the future! With the busy schedules of retreat centers and working with 

the General Superior’s schedule, I am checking dates in the month of June. 

 

National Religious Retirement Office (NRRO) 

The August 2013 NRRO Report was presented at the annual CMSM Assembly. For the calendar 

year 2012, the Office collected $27,072,987. It distributed to women’s institutes over $18 million 

and to men’s institutes a little over $4 million. There was an interesting chart in the booklet 

regarding religious wage earners. In 1993 there were 66,753 wage earners to 45,044 retired 

religious (retirement is marked at 70 years of age). In 2013 there were 16,672 wage earners and 

34,243 retired. In 2023 it is expected that there will be 6,490 wage earners and 24,750 retired 

religious. 

 

In 2012 Holy Cross Province received $64,180.58 from NRRO. We received $64,544.09 for 

2013. According to NRRO’s analysis, Holy Cross Province is underfunded by 84%. This is why 

our Campaign is so important with the goal of $5,000,000 for our retirement fund. 

 

Conclusion 

I join you in looking forward to the special feast days of the Exaltation of the Holy Cross and 

Our Lady of Sorrows, which, unfortunately falls on Sunday. May we lift high the cross to 

proclaim the love of God and “may [we] share with [Mary] in the passion of Christ and be one 

with him in the glory of his risen life.” 

 

 

Attachment: The New Evangelization as a Road to a Renewed Catholicity 

  by Robert Schreiter, CPPS 
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The New Evangelization as a Road to a Renewed Catholicity 

 
Robert Schreiter, C.PP.S. 

Catholic Theological Union 

 

Annual Assembly of the Conference of Major Religious Superiors of Men 

Nashville, TN 

August 8, 2013 

 

Evangelization—the spreading of the Good News of Jesus Christ—has been at the heart of the 
Church’s identity throughout its entire history, albeit exercised in varying levels of purpose and 
intensity. The idea of a “new” evangelization has been with us in one way or another since the 
time of Pope Paul VI. Although he did not use the term, he pointed to the need to revivify the 
spirit of faith among those peoples already evangelized, pointing especially to those living in 
increasingly secularized societies. Pope John Paul II gave the idea its current impulse, especially 
in his encyclical, Redemptoris missio, in 1990, where the New Evangelization is spoken of 
explicitly. Pope Benedict XVI made it the cornerstone of his papacy, especially regarding the re-
evangelization of Europe. In 2010 he established the Pontifical Academy for Promoting the New 
Evangelization, convened the Synod of Bishops around that theme in 2012, and declared the year 
2012-2013 a Year of Faith. 
 
There have been many attempts to define the “new” in the “New Evangelization.” Pope John 
Paul II himself spoke of the new in terms of “new ardor,” “new methods,” and “new expression.” 
Those attempts have been accompanied by efforts to discover and present new angles into the 
challenge of proclaiming the Good News in societies that have already heard the message, but 
have consigned it in one way or another to the periphery of their lives and their awareness. On 
the other hand, some hear in the word “new” something closer to “renew” in the sense of 
presenting the message in the same way, but speaking with greater force and in a louder tone. 
 
I do not pretend to be able to add yet another layer or another proposal for the “new.” Rather, 
what I will try to do here with you is gather some of the ideas in current circulation together to 
give them a focus. This focus in turn may help give greater impetus to our efforts at the New 
Evangelization. Central to that focus will be the role religious life might play in carrying out a 
New Evangelization. Along with that focus, I also want to reflect on the goal of the New 
Evangelization. Just what exactly are we looking for? And how will we know whether we 
have—or have not—achieved it? 
 
In order to do this, I will proceed in four steps. The first will be to single out some of the major 
challenges that the New Evangelization faces in our world today. This is important to do, since 
there are so many challenges, and so many dimensions to each of these challenges. I will look 
briefly at three of them that play themselves out especially in the U.S. context: the effects of 
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globalization on our society, the challenges of a multicultural living together, and the challenges 
of a secular—and increasingly “post-secular” society. Some of this, I hope, will set the stage for 
the two following plenaries by Archbishop Lacroix and Dr. Chavez, who are addressing aspects 
of secularity and the impact of Latino/a immigration on the life of the Church. 
 
The second part of this presentation will look at what specifically might be the role of 
consecrated life in the New Evangelization. What are the special gifts we bring—insights, 
experiences, points of view—that can enhance the work of the New Evangelization? Identifying 
these gifts is important for the eventual effectiveness of the project. 
 
Part three then tries to elicit what are some of the consequences for carrying out a New 
Evangelization that arise out of what religious life can bring to the project. This will hopefully 
provide an opportunity to formulate or intensify efforts by religious to contribute to this 
important initiative of our Church. 
 
The fourth and final part then looks at an important possible outcome of the efforts toward a 
New Evangelization; namely, an enhanced or renewed sense of the Church’s Catholicity in the 
face of globalization, multicultural societies, and the secular (or post-secular) environment in 
which we now find ourselves. Such an approach, I hope, will give a certain focus to our task as 
religious in contributing to the New Evangelization today. 
 
Three Challenges to the New Evangelization 

 

Discussion of the New Evangelization in regard to modernity (or postmodernity) can go in any 
number of directions. Here I wish to note three interlocking features that present challenges to 
the New Evangelization: globalization, multicultural societies, and secularity. 
 

Globalization 

 
We are now well into the third decade of globalization. Defined simply, globalization is about 
the compression of time and space, and the ramifications of this for all sectors of society: 
economic, social, cultural, political, and religious.  
 
A great deal has been written about globalization and its consequences. What emerges from this 
is that globalization is a deeply ambivalent phenomenon, especially in its most immediate 
impact—the economic one. One the one hand, it has lifted hundreds of millions of people out of 
poverty in less than thirty years, a phenomenon the world has never experienced before. In so 
doing, it has allowed us to consider an eradication of acute poverty a somewhat more realistic 
goal than it was twenty-five years ago—or even when the eradication of poverty was formulated 
as a Millennium Goal by the United Nations fifteen years ago. Its impact on communication is 
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perhaps the other most striking aspect. In 1992 sixty percent of the world had never made a 
telephone call. Now cell phones have changed that statistic dramatically in the number of people 
who actually possess a telephone today. 
 
On the other hand, globalization has made the plight of the most desperately poor—dubbed by 
British economist Paul Collyer as the “bottom billion” in the world’s population—even worse, 
and for the moment, seemingly intractable. Indeed a chasm is broadening even in well-to-do 
societies between the rich and the increasingly poor. Many recent studies have been directed to 
how income inequity is eroding the middle class in the United States, and with that, civil society 
and even democracy. 
 
Pope John Paul II addressed the challenge of globalization on many occasions. A phrase of his 
that has continued to echo among many is his call for a “globalization of solidarity.” By this he 
meant that there must be a greater solidarity between those who benefit from globalization and 
those who suffer its consequences. This has been a call to place a central tenet of Catholic Social 
Teaching, the Common Good, at the heart of any social project. More recently, Pope Francis has 
called attention to another, negative dimension of solidarity when he visited the African 
immigrant on the island of Lampedusa in the Mediterranean in the summer of 2013. There he 
spoke of a “globalization of indifference.” It is these negative dimensions of globalization that  
must be met with a vigorous promotion of human rights, economic justice, and the Common 
Good. This is an indispensible part of the agenda of the New Evangelization. 
 
Within these and other ambivalences that are part of globalization, two features of globalization 
stand out as challenges to the New Evangelization, especially in the U.S. setting. The first is the 
aforesaid erosion of the middle class here in the United States. Within the middle class, 
especially in its lower echelons, income levels have been static over the past thirty-five years. 
This wage stagnation has meant that much of what has been touted as the “American Dream” 
becomes more and more inaccessible to large segments of the population. When this is placed 
against the dramatic gains in pay among the highest echelons of our society, one sees that such 
maldistribution of a society’s goods will lead to the potential for greater social unrest, not to 
mention unwarranted increases in human suffering.  A strong middle class is essential for the 
functioning of the civil society that makes democracy possible.  Moreover, those on the very 
lowest rungs of the economic ladder see their chances of improvement already being foreclosed. 
When this is coupled with a widespread indifference or even antagonism toward the plight of the 
poor, one has a highly combustible situation developing that can spell serious danger for the 
future of our society. 
 
The other effect of globalization to which I wish to call attention is how globalization can 
disunite society. The technical term for this is “hyperdifferentiation.” What this means is that as 
more and more options become available to a significant sector of society, people who have 
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access them will choose and build a “niche” for themselves with other like-minded people. This 
results in people insulating themselves from the pluralism that marks societies such as ours, and 
heightens the possibility of creating units in society that do not communicate with one another. A 
somewhat anodyne example of this can be found in the “roamin’” Catholics who choose a parish 
to their liking over the parish in whose boundaries they live. On a more lethal level, people living 
in such hyperdifferentiated societies will get their information from sources with which they 
already agree or pursue politics that suit only their immediate short-term needs. In other words, 
even as society becomes more diverse, people who are affected by hyperdifferentiation will 
become less able to adapt to the society around them. The widespread polarization we experience 
in politics and in religion in this country is one of the consequences of these social formations. 
 

Multicultural Societies 

 

Let me turn next to a connected challenge, namely, living in multicultural societies. Migration is 
a significant feature of contemporary society, aided by globalization’s shrinking of space. The 
United Nations’ most recent report suggests that one out of every thirty-four people on the planet 
is in migration. The United States is a country that has been built on migration. Today English is 
not the primary language in twenty percent of all households. In major urban areas, the 
percentage would be even higher. In terms of percentages, the United States is the third most 
multicultural country in the world, after Australia and Canada—both of whom have much 
smaller total populations. Most significant at the moment for the United States and especially for 
the Roman Catholic Church is the migration from Latin America, a topic that Arturo Chavez will 
address in more detail later in this assembly. Relationships between immigrant cultures and the 
dominant culture have always been rocky ones, and different models of multicultural living have 
been tried, each with their particular strengths and weaknesses. From a religious perspective, the 
Catholic Church has been more proactive in facing this, because of its parish system. (In most 
Protestant settings, congregations are made by the choice of those who join them, which has 
tended to create multiple, monocultural congregations.) Added to this intra-Christian challenge is 
now a clear interreligious mandate as well, as the great faith traditions of the world become more 
present in the United States than had previously been the case.  How to acknowledge each of 
these culturally various communities, and how to sustain productive relationships among them 
even as they evolve in the larger national context is one of the challenges that the New 
Evangelization faces today. 
 
Secular and Post-Secular Societies 

 

A third challenge to be noted here are secular societies. The secularization of society (along with, 
at least in Europe, atheism) was the earliest signal to which the New Evangelization tried to 
respond. Secular societies have sought to privatize (and thus sideline) religion in the public 
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sphere. A narrative that held sway through much of the twentieth century was that this 
privatization of religion would result eventually in religion’s disappearance altogether. 
 
Today, however, it is generally accepted that the picture is more complex. First of all, societies 
become secular in very different kinds of ways. The most telling example is the difference 
between much of Europe and the United States. In Europe (especially in central and northern 
Europe) religion has dwindled in presence in societies. In an equally “secular” United States, 
however, religion continues to be a vigorous presence. The resurgence of religion in the world in 
the past three decades—with the rapid spread of Pentecostalism on the one hand, and a variety of 
forms of religious revivalism and fundamentalism on the other—has led many to rethink the 
secularization hypothesis. This has resulted in a discussion of a “post-secular” society. The term 
has come to have many meanings. In all instances, however, it does not mean that secularization 
is going to disappear. In fact, even thoughtful religionists would not want a number of very 
positive dimensions of secularity to go away, such as the emphasis on human rights, democracy, 
and an array of freedoms for the individual and for groups. What is most often meant by “post-
secularity” is that religion will come to take its place in some manner alongside secularity. Just 
what that place will be is much debated. It will most likely not be the institutional presence that it 
held previously. There is a recognition that, in many ways, secularity is a product of Christianity 
itself, and therefore as “relatives” the two need to find a way to live together. I believe that 
coming to terms with post-secularity is one of the greatest challenges presented to the New 
Evangelization in the United States and other secularized societies. Archbishop Lacroix will 
speak to aspects of this tomorrow. 
 
Thus, these three dimensions of contemporary society—globalization, multicultural societies, 
and (post-) secularity together present significant challenges to the New Evangelization in our 
setting. 
 

The Role of Religious Life in the New Evangelization 

 

Let me turn now to the second part of this presentation, which is an exploration of what special 
roles religious institutes may play in the New Evangelization, especially in regard to the three 
areas of globalization, multicultural societies, and (post-) secularity. In their “Message” at the 
conclusion of the Synod on the New Evangelization in Rome in 2012, the bishops noted two 
“places” in particular that promise a special contribution to the New Evangelization (Message, 
7). These two places are the family and consecrated life. After an extended discussion of the role 
of the family, they make a brief but telling statement about religious life: “Consecrated life is a 
sign of a future world that relativizes everything that is good in this world.” They seem to mean 
by this that consecrated life holds up an eschatological or ultimate vision of what human life and 
society are intended to be, and in so doing put everything else in a certain perspective. The 
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Message goes on to stress especially that the manner of life that religious try to follow is indeed a 
“sign” that points to that ultimate reality. 
 
I would like to elaborate on this “relativization.” The intent here is certainly not one of 
relativism—something of which the present world already has far too much of in abundance. 
Pope Benedict spoke repeatedly about this issue. I think “relativization” means keeping hold of 
the big picture about human life and its meaning, and not being led astray by momentary trends 
or fashions. At the heart of the message we proclaim in evangelization is precisely that “big 
picture” embedded for us in the Paschal Mystery, of the meaning of the life, death, and 
resurrection of Jesus. This picture celebrates the goodness in which the world was created, yet 
acknowledges how much evil, wrongdoing and suffering suffuse the fabric of our lives and our 
society. The Incarnation is the sign of God’s great love and closeness to us. The suffering and 
death of Christ is an entry into the most horrendous elements of that alienation and exclusion that 
wrongdoing represents. The resurrection testifies to the fact that all of that can be reversed, and a 
reconciliation that brings us to a new place, a “new creation” (2 Cor 5:17) is possible and indeed 
promised. This affirms that the peace we seek is indeed anchored in justice and forgiveness, as 
Pope John Paul averred: a justice that sets all things into right relation, and that a forgiveness that 
means the past does not have to foreclose the future. 
 
In thinking about the role of religious in bringing this message once again to the world, I would 
like to note here briefly five things that religious life brings to the process of the New 
Evangelization. Keeping these in mind help focus on what religious can contribute to this larger 
effort of the Church. 
 

Charism 

 
Foremost among the things that religious life offers to the New Evangelization is the idea of 
charism. Those special gifts of the Holy Spirit that propelled the founding figures of our 
institutes to gather around themselves men and women who found a special way to be followers 
of Christ. Such discernment that founded our institutes  point to the kind of discernment we need 
today in meeting the challenges our society presents to evangelization. In the past, some of those 
charisms have called for the establishment of alternative societies that mirrored the evangelical 
life in the midst of unstable societies, as is the case of monastic movements. Others gathered men 
together as canons regular to reform the life of the Church itself in society. The mendicant 
movements emerged as a response to the rebirth of the cities in medieval Europe. The apostolic 
institutes focused on special needs of the world and the Church, and shaped their common lives 
around those needs—such as education, health, revitalization of the Church, and domestic and 
foreign missions.  
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From time to time, those same religious institutes have had to undergo reform themselves, and in 
so doing discovered new dimensions of those original charisms. This has been most evident in 
the call to renewal that followed the Second Vatican Council and the efforts of “refounding” that 
marked the 1980s and 1990s. The attention religious institutes have given to charism can be a 
discipline that will help the Church as a whole discover its Gospel call in the globalized, 
multicultural, and secularized world in which we now live. 
 

International 

 
Second, many of the religious institutes represented here are international. That means that they 
have the opportunity to think beyond national boundaries. This can help bring perspective on any 
single country in which they find themselves and where they now work. This is a great gift to 
facing the challenges of the New Evangelization, especially the three that have been our central 
concern here. It can help situate the problems we see in a much bigger context. For instance, U.S. 
Catholics often wonder why the Vatican is not more responsive to problems faced in the Church 
in this country. It helps to remember that U.S. Catholics constitute only six percent of the world 
Catholic population. 
 
Just because a religious institute is spread across many countries does not mean that it 
automatically will think internationally. The culture of the country in which the institute was 
founded can dominate potential contributions by other countries. But one of the positive 
dimensions of globalization—the relative ease of international travel, at least for those countries 
that have the means to do so—means that international awareness is now part of the initial 
formation programs of many religious communities. This equips them to deal better with the 
multicultural realities that are now part of this country and part of those communities’ apostolate. 
 

Networking and Cooperation 

 
A third potential contribution of religious institutes to the New Evangelization is their capacity to 
network. Networking and cooperation come somewhat naturally to international religious 
communities. The consolidation of provinces in men’s communities, and even the consolidation 
of institutes in women’s communities in this country point to the capacity to collaborate for 
greater apostolic effectiveness. This allows for better use of scarce resources to address large and 
daunting challenges. There are regional collaborations of justice and peace networks throughout 
this country—a good example of what this can be. It is most noticeable at the moment in 
collaboration around issues of immigration—one of the central issues of our multicultural 
society. Internationally, the most astonishing example of this is the Solidarity with South Sudan 
Project, that has brought together resources (both financial and human resources) from a hundred 
religious communities, to rebuild the educational, medical, and pastoral infrastructure of the 
world’s newest and of the world’s poorest nations. Organizations such as the CMSM and the 
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LCWR in this country, and CLAR across Latin America, have shown the potential of such 
collaboration. Put simply, we know how to collaborate. 
 

Exterior and Interior 

 
A fourth distinctive contribution of religious institutes can be found in the twofold quality of the 
exterior and interior aspects of religious life. The exterior aspect has to do with the apostolates 
in which we engage. They represent highly visible responses to the needs of the Church and the 
larger society at any given time, be it service to certain ethnic communities, supporting the parish 
structure of the Church, in hospitals and educational institutions, in the social media, through 
providing a range of social services and spiritual renewal. A good number of the inst itutes 
represented here are associated with one or more of these kinds of apostolates. These are vehicles 
for addressing the challenges of the New Evangelization. 
 
But equally important are the interior aspects of religious life, represented in the contemplative 
dimension of religious life, as well as the range of other spiritual practices. These may be the 
most distinctive contributions of religious life to the New Evangelization, especially in regard to 
the effects of globalization and the repositioning of religion in a post-secular context. The studies 
of the “secularity” of Americans and Europeans keep coming back to the point that, although 
secularity has meant a drop in church attendance, it does not mean that a spiritual quest for 
meaning and transcendence has been extinguished. Within religiously observant people, the 
rapid growth and popularity of lay associates who connect with religious communities is one 
example of this. I will speak more about this shortly. 
 
It is precisely this combination of exterior and interior dimensions of religious life—with 
perhaps a greater need under current circumstances to stress the latter more than we have to this 
point—that makes religious life a vehicle for bringing a New Evangelization into our world. 
 

Style and Proclamation 

 
The fifth and final contribution I would like to highlight here is style. I do not mean “style” in the 
sense of arbitrarily choosing a particular approach and then commodifying it to make it fit for 
widespread consumption. Rather, I mean “style” in the sense of what we have traditionally called 
a “way of life.” It is a manner of living that lives out those commitments rather than spending a 
lot of time talking about them. Words, of course, are important. But it is a consistent pattern of 
acting and interacting that really send the message. As Pope Paul VI so eloquently said in 
Evangelii nuntiandi almost forty years ago:  “Modern man listens more willingly to witnesses 
than to teachers, and if he does listen to teachers, it is because they are witnesses.” (EN, 4l) 
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Proclamation has been a central issue in the documents that have appeared to present the New 
Evangelization. Some have read them to mean that we need to be bolder in our proclamation, 
something that no doubt may be needed. Others have emphasized that, at this point in history, the 
proclamation must beginning with listening, and continue in humility and even silence, as 
Archbishop Tagle of Manila averred during the Synod. Perhaps the greatest exemplar of what 
“style” current proclamation should take is Pope Francis, who in his own manner of life, his 
interaction with so many people, and in his allocutions as well, the current Pope is proclaiming 
most eloquently the Gospel in our day. John Allen of The National Catholic Reporter reported 
recently that Enzo Bianchi, the founder of the ecumenical Bose monastic community, had done a 
word study of Pope Francis’ speeches to date. The word most frequently used—more than one 
hundred times—was “joy.” Shortly behind that was the word “mercy.” Indeed the Pope spoke of 
a kairos of mercy—that we live in a time that especially calls for the exercise of mercy—on his 
trip back to Rome from Rio de Janeiro. (All this reported in John Allen’s blog “All Things 
Catholic” for August 2, 2013.) It is to this kind of style that I am referring—a style that is an 
authentic witness to what we preach and believe.         
 
Consequences for the New Evangelization 

 
I turn now to the third part of this presentation, examining some of the consequences for 
religious institutes, if they address the three big challenges outlined in Part One (globalization, 
multicultural societies, (post-) secularity) with the special resources of religious institutes in 
mind as I have just sketched them in Part Two. I will focus on just three general points, and some 
of their consequences. 
 
Creating New Social Spaces 

 
The first consequence is the need to create new social spaces. Those who study globalization 
have noted that, while globalization is both a compression and extension of time and space, it has 
had the greatest impact on space. The time compression created by nearly instantaneous 
communication has erased time as a significant factor in many ways. What has happened to 
space, however, is different. The compression of physical space, and the introduction of a 
different sense of time by electronic communication, has multiplied the possibilities for space. 
Space is no longer confined to its traditional physical coordinates. The “virtual spaces” of social 
communication make new patterns of social relationship possible. Thus, new spaces make new 
social formations possible. This is especially the case in societies, such as ours, that have access 
to forms of electronic communication. 
 
An example of such spaces can be found in the practices of the restorative justice movement, 
where “circles” are formed of people who are seeking healing after experiences of violence and 
loss. These listening circles, based on practices of Native Peoples of North America and New 
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Zealand, become places where wounds can be addressed and be healed. They also create 
environments of care for those who have no social support. 
 
Where are such new social spaces needed? If we look across the challenges raised by 
globalization, multicultural societies, and forms of secularity, a number of things come 
immediately to mind. 
 
In the case of globalization, for those who are losing out on the positive effects of globalization, 
such social spaces become places to reclaim their dignity and to ally themselves with others for 
the sake of common action. Community organizers will recognize some of the dynamics here. 
The same can be true of recent immigrants. Creating circles of dialogue can help multicultural 
communities come to terms with the challenges that face them. And creating social spaces that 
cut across niche communities can help recreate more plural societies that allow people to 
encounter, understand, and come to appreciate different points of view. 
 
A good deal of what can be achieved by creating new social spaces is gathered together in a 
ministry of reconciliation. In its social meaning, reconciliation is about healing the wounds and 
divisions of the past and building a common future. It requires bringing people together in 
different constellations that have existed in the past.  Reconciliation is not about a facile 
rapprochement; it recognizes the difficult and imperfect work, and the finally incomplete results 
of efforts at reconciliation. Reconciliation is not about forgetting deep wounds; rather, it 
struggles to remember those wounds in a different way.  
 
I have been surprised how much the theme of reconciliation has come to be found in a variety of 
ministries today. Most notably, in ministry formation programs, there is a growing interest in 
how to form ministers of reconciliation. These appear to me to be one of the growing edges of a 
response to the fragmentation and isolation that globalization brings. The churches have not been 
spared the larger culture wars that continue to rage in our society. Practices of reconciliation, 
therefore, can serve as an authentic dimension of the New Evangelization. For reconciliation is 
itself at the heart of the Christian narrative. 
 
A Ministry of Presence 

 
A second consequence for the New Evangelization is a renewed ministry of presence. By 
“presence” I refer here to a whole range of practices: inclusion, accompaniment, advocacy, and 
solidarity. A ministry of presence has a salient dimension when there is presence to those who 
are excluded either by intention or by neglect. This is a familiar area to many religious institutes 
who have made this a focus of their work, sometimes from their very origins or who have found 
a renewed commitment to this in more recent times. Accompaniment—especially in that deep, 
rich sense of it we have received from Latin America—is a walking alongside those who suffer, 
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with our being transformed by them even as they seek liberation and new life. It implies too 
staying with people long after others may have lost interest. It often does not entail grand 
projects or well-developed plans; it is often a being there, a being present. Advocacy, especially 
for social justice, keeps the needs of people and societies in the public eye.  All of these are at the 
heart of any commitment to solidarity—a solidarity that is more than occasional or short-term. 
But solidarity also means, as we know, a commitment to the change of things for those who 
suffer injustice. 
 
The centrality of justice ministries that has reshaped the apostolates of so many religious 
communities over the past half-century needs to continue. Indeed some of the critiques of the 
Instrumentum laboris for the Synod on the New Evangelization noted that social justice and the 
transformation of society was understated in favor of personal conversion. One hopes that the 
Apostolic Exhortation that will appear from that Synod will rectify that imbalance.  
 
 A Ministry to Absence 

 
What may help strengthen our ministry of presence—in both accompaniment and social action—
is what might be called a ministry to absence. By this I mean three things. First of all, a deepened 
interiority. One of the complaints sometimes lodged against collective efforts of the World 
Council of Churches is that its social activism—laudable as it is—lacks adequate interiority.  
Social action can be undertaken without recourse to a common or shared interiority, and 
sometimes it has been important that such common interiority or motivation was not required. As 
I noted earlier, one of the things that globalization often lacks is precisely this interiority. It is 
aimed so often in the social sphere at commodification and consumption. The metrics of turning 
everything into something quantifiable, marketable, and then consumable can flatten out reality 
and deprive things and relationships of their richness. 
 
This deepened interiority is an absence that many secular people seek in their own lives. I was 
surprised earlier this year in The Netherlands—one of the most secularized countries in the 
world—to see public displays for a “national spirituality month.” The theme chosen was 
“silence” and a book on that topic was the number one bestseller among all books that month. In 
a post-secular world, the absence of that spiritual depth, that acknowledgement of transcendence, 
is noticeable for sensitive people. Again, the spiritual traditions of religious communities can 
contribute to responding to those deep needs. 
 
A second ministry to absence is acknowledging the presence of evil in our midst. The 
Enlightenment view of the human person is a very optimistic one, a story of continuing and 
inexorable progress. The reality of many people’s lives, however, tells a different story. But in 
the official secular narrative, there is no room for evil. We may have left taking about evil to 
more conservative Christians, but to speak of evil is to at least acknowledge that good is not so 
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easily achieved. Our utopias may liberate us from some problems only to create others that may 
be equally oppressive.  In St. Augustine’s sense of evil as the “privation of the good,” we see in 
evil what the profound absence of God looks like. It helps us grasp some of evil’s enormity, that 
reaches beyond the sediment of sin in social structures. It helps us confront some of the atrocities 
of our era, such as genocide. It helps explain the persistence of evils like racism in this country. 
Tempering the claims of globalization is an important part of what the New Evangelization has 
to say to society like ours. 
 
A third aspect of ministry to absence is making space for mystery.  Deep down we know that 
what we know of God is less than what we don’t know of God. Creating the space to 
acknowledge and embrace mystery, transcendence, and ultimate incomprehensibility of what is 
most fundamental to our lives is part of the message that a globalized and secularized world has 
to face. Here contemplation—our waiting on a God who may or may not speak—teaches us 
something important about ourselves and our world. It flies in the face of the promises of 
globalization to make a product for every imaginable need or aspiration. It is what lies behind 
Archbishop Tagle’s exhortation to silence as a part of the New Evangelization. 
 
Of course, other consequences can be drawn from how religious might respond to some of the 
challenges facing the New Evangelization. But these three—creating new social spaces, a 
renewed ministry of presence, a more conscious of ministry to absence—are three that stand out 
especially, as we try to be faithful to the summons to a New Evangelization. 
 
A Renewed Catholicity 

 
I turn to a brief, concluding part of this presentation. Just what do we hope to achieve by a New 
Evangelization? Is it to call people back to faith? Is it to re-invite participation in the Paschal 
Mystery? Is it to deepen our own commitment to Christ? Is it to carry out more faithfully the 
mandate given to each of us as followers of Christ? Is it to combat secularism? Or is it to fill 
church pews? 
 
I think many reasons can be given for a New Evangelization, each of them carrying a certain 
measure of validity. My purpose in these concluding remarks is not to suggest what might be the 
reason par excellence. I think there are multiple answers to this question. 
 
Rather, I would like to suggest one that touches many of the possible motivations, but responds 
especially to the three challenges that have been the focus of this presentation. This does not rule 
out others, but dwells upon one that I think is especially pertinent to our time and circumstances. 
I would like to suggest that a major factor in carrying out a New Evangelization is a renewed 
Catholicity of the Church. What do I mean by that? 
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In the Creed we profess on Sundays, we confess belief in “one, holy, catholic, and apostolic 
Church.”  These four ancient “marks” of the Church have been used as touchstones for the 
authenticity of communities that call themselves the Church of Christ. In the course of history, 
there have been other attempts to draw up a list of distinguishing marks or characteristics; but 
these four have tended to endure. In the course of history, too, at one time or another, each of 
these marks has been put to the test. The Great Schism and the Protestant Reformation raised 
questions about the oneness or unity of the Church. The Donatist Controversy about the holiness 
of the Church’s ministers contested the holiness of the Church. Claims to be true transmitters of 
the Apostolic faith raised questions about apostolicity. 
 
Today, I believe one of the challenges that faces us is the genuine Catholicity of the Church. The 
Roman Catholic Church is, for the first time, a world-wide Church. Does it indeed embrace all 
those calling themselves Catholic, or are some more Catholic than others? The Second Vatican 
Council, with its teaching on the relation of particular or local churches to the universal Church, 
set forth in Lumen gentium, tried to present a picture (based on patristic tradition) of how each 
local church has indeed the fullness of Christ, yet at the same time requires communion with all 
the other local churches, under the successor of Peter in the See of Rome.  
 
Catholicity has admitted of various definitions in the course of history, but the two most 
significant ones have been (1) this outreach of a faith that is meant for the whole world and (2) 
the reception and transmission of the full faith given to us by Christ through the apostles. It is the 
interplay of these two concepts that give the Church—or any local church—its catholicity. 
 
The challenges that the New Evangelization attempts to address, especially the three outlined 
here, need to lay claim to both of these. The challenges of globalization, multicultural societies, 
and secularized societies all address to what extent the Church can encompass the complexity 
and the plurality of the world today. To do so will require a theology of the world as expressed in 
Gaudium et spes, that can encompass the joys and the hopes, the griefs and the anxieties of 
people of this age. It is a theology that sees grace not only within the confines of the Church, but 
also glimmers of that grace through all creation (the Council documents speaks of “seeds of the 
Word” and “rays of truth”). It is a theology that can read the “signs of the times.” 
 
At the same time, there is emphasis on the integrity of the faith given to us by Christ, which 
cannot be diluted or shortchanged. In many ways, some of the internal struggles within the 
Church over the past two decades or so have been about which of these aspects of catholicity—
and both are important and indispensible—should receive the greater emphasis at this time in 
history. Which will be most effective in bringing a deeper evangelization, especially among 
those who are being called back, as it were, to faith? 
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My own sense is that it is the former, the outreach that the extension of Catholic faith throughout 
the whole world implies, that must give the lead. It envisions the Church as a place from which 
we go out to carry out ministries of presence and ministries to absence, where we are concerned 
about those left out or left behind. As said above, I think our First Evangelizer, the current Pope, 
is showing us the way. The kairos of our time is one of mercy, of manifesting and living out the 
unbounded love of God. We as religious need to put the best of our charisms and our experience 
behind that offer. A renewed Catholicity will lead to a deeper experience of Christ for a world 
that so desperately needs it. It will also contribute to what Gaudium et spes called “a new 
humanity,” one that might become more and more to be in the image of its Creator. 


